
Comment: A new approach to relative speciation rates

Sometimes we need to remind ourselves of the simplest basics as we struggle to understand
the most complex of evolutionary and ecological processes. I believe that López-Villalta
(2011: Evol. Ecol. Res., 13: 665–679) should serve to remind us of that. The issue? The generation and
maintenance of S, the number of species that exist on the Earth.

López-Villalta does not concern why S is at equilibrium, because S is not at equilibrium.
Evolutionary ecology has long realized that S fluctuates considerably. The question instead
is what keeps S within bounds? What processes lead to S-dynamics looking like steady-state
dynamics?

For S to remain within bounds, the differential equation that summarizes its
creative (speciation) and destructive (extinction) processes must be regulated by negative
feedback.

Feedback characterizes a dynamic system if (and only if) the rate at which a state variable
changes depends on the size of the state variable itself. In cases of negative feedback, the
larger the variable, the slower its net rate of production. Of course, negative feedback may
be inadequate to keep a state variable in bounds; the variable’s net rate of production
may decline to a positive asymptote, resulting in continual explosive growth. But that is a
different issue – one, I might add, that the fossil record suggests is not very likely to require
our concern.

By definition, the creative rate in S-dynamics must be rate-of-speciation. But from a
mathematical perspective, keeping S in bounds does not require negative feedback in the
rate-of-speciation. The negative feedback could reside solely in the negative process,
i.e. extinction rates. Is speciation rate subject to negative feedback?

Certainly, speciation has a large and interesting set of causes. I personally doubt that we
have even been able to list them all, let alone close the books on how each one works. So
how can we determine whether speciation rate is subject to negative feedback if we cannot
even make a list of all the equations that we need to model speciation rate? It would seem
hopeless.

The answer may be empiricism. Go to the fossil record. Measure the response of
speciation rate to S. If it is negative, then speciation rate is subject to negative feedback.
Otherwise it is not.

But the fossil record has problems of its own, which I will explore below. Meanwhile, in
the spirit of Richard Levins (1966: Am. Sci, 54: 421–431), who cautioned that scientific truth is the
intersection of independent lies, I am delighted to point out that López-Villalta has opened
a new empirical door. By using the tools of modern phylogeny, he seeks to examine the
evidence that links speciation rates to the area occupied by species.

Why single out area? Because area is the parameter that offers a mechanistic prediction of
the negative feedback itself (Rosenzweig, 1975: pp. 121–140 in M.L. Cody and J.M. Diamond, eds., Ecology and

Evolution of Communities. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; Rosenzweig, 1995: Species Diversity in Space and Time.

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press). Although many variables are implicated in setting speciation
rates, area alone (so far) explains why rates should change as a function of S itself. As S
increases, the average area occupied by a species should decline. With that decline, the
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average species should face an increase in its chances of extinction. And as S increases,
speciation rates should change in some regular fashion – albeit a debatable one.

The bare theory of species’ geographical area and speciation rates is clear enough.
It is derived from thinking about geographical speciation. It personifies geographical
barriers, imagining them trying to transect ranges, although the personification is a mere
mathematical formalism, a way to speak about random encounters between geology and
biology. No-one actually imagines barriers with any neurological capacity to seek out any
range or any range border. (In fact, one could equally well transfer the personification to the
ranges themselves.) Using our personification, we may say that finite geographical barriers
will encounter larger ranges with higher probability than smaller ones. But we may also say
that, once a range is discovered by a finite barrier, it will entirely transect a larger range with
less probability than a smaller one. Keeping in mind that encounter and transection must
both happen to produce the isolates that initiate speciation, we conclude that the probability
of isolate formation will be the joint probability, i.e. the multiple of the two separate
probabilities.

If a range is very small, most barriers will miss it and the joint probability will be very
small. If a range is very large, most barriers will find it but fail to cut all the way through it
so, again, the joint probability will be very small. Thus, the joint probability may well be
unimodal, peaking over some intermediate range size. But the unimodal relationship may
not be real if the actual distributions of values of range-encounter and range-transection
carry the mode beyond the largest ranges. Modelling the curve with some very simplistic
assumptions (such as a uniform distribution of barrier lengths), I suggested that the entire
terrestrial surface of the Earth is too small to allow the problem of transection ever to
reduce the joint probability of isolate formation (Rosenzweig, 1978: pp. 172–194 in D. Wollkind, ed., Proc.

Wash. State Univ. Conference on Biomathematics and Biostatistics). Thus the mode would be hidden over
impossibly large range areas. What we could then expect (from terrestrial species) would
be a monotonically declining probability: the smaller the range, the less the probability
of isolate formation. Because average range sizes decline with increasing S, so would
speciation rates decline with increasing S. Speciation rate should indeed be subject to
negative feedback.

López-Villalta tests the relationship of speciation rates to S using real data. His data are
not barrier-size distributions and the like, but ranges of real bird species and their real
daughters in a real biogeographical theatre, the Mediterranean Basin. His is a sophisticated
and difficult step but it shows the likelihood that unimodality in speciation probability does
exist. Although he concludes that I was wrong to predict no chance of unimodality, his step
delights me personally.

Why trouble with this new step? One straightforward answer is that his work shows that
my simplistic assumptions of range-size distributions and the conclusion I drew from them
must be discarded. But a second answer is that data from the fossil record are fraught
with at least two problems of their own. First, the record often conflates speciation and
extinction, making it quite difficult to separate the two (Jablonski et al., 2006: Science, 314(5796):

102–106). Liow et al. (2008: Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 105: 6097–6102) wrestle with this problem in
addressing the effect of small mammal body size on speciation and extinction rates, but
statistical significance largely eludes them at the species level. Studies of the fossil record are
not alone in conflating speciation and extinction. For example, Condamine et al. (2012:

Ecol. Lett., 15: 267–277), who also enlist phylogenetic rather than paleobiological techniques,
nevertheless focus on diversification rates. Indeed, studying diversification rates using
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phylogenetic information is hardly a new idea (Ricklefs, 2007: Trends Ecol. Evol., 22: 601–610). What
makes López-Villalta’s approach truly novel is that it applies the methods of phylogeny
to the feedback between S and the parameter that causes that feedback at the species
level.

A second caveat in using the fossil record is that we cannot be sure the resolution of
the record is sufficient to rely on. That theme is too often brought up in the works of
paleobiologists themselves to require review. However, it may matter a lot in solving the
problem López-Villalta addresses. Consider that short-lived species are quite likely to be
born in a very small region, occupy very small ranges, and disappear without a trace. Yet
one cannot assume that the signal of the negative feedback resides in the longer-lived
species, likely to occupy a substantial variety of range sizes. So lacking adequate resolution
to detect short-lived species might doom any paleobiological attempt to discover the
true signal.

The twin issues of resolution and conflation do not imply that we must now give up on
the fossil record. For example, one might propose that the conflation does not matter, that
speciation rates and extinction rates are correlated. But of course, that is exactly what we
would like to know! So assuming that the correlation exists would make the investigation
into a tautology.

We can increase our ability to rely on fossil data by being quite picky about which data we
use. Instead of throwing it all into the mix and performing a grand meta-analysis, we can
seek unusually high resolution records left during periods of marked change in S. Such data
do exist, witness the extraordinary record of the late Ordovician muddy benthos in the
Nicolet Valley of Quebec unearthed and described by Peter and Sarah Bretsky (Rosenzweig and

Taylor, 1980: Oikos, 35: 236–243). And these data do support the hypothesis of negative feedback,
i.e. that S tends towards a steady state. But I know of no data adequate to deal with the issue
that what we observe are the net changes, changes that both speciation and extinction
contributed to.

Rosenzweig and Vetault (1992: Evol. Ecol., 6: 90–93) approach mathematically the matter of
separating speciation rate from extinction rate in the fossil record. But their analyses assume
a steady state in S and the estimates they achieve apply to long periods during which there is
no capacity to tease out the effect of species range sizes. That promises little value in
tracking responses of rates to changes in S. Etienne and Apol (2009: Evolution, 63: 244–255) propose
powerful and exciting advances in this method but their improvement does not seem
designed to overcome the inadequacy of Rosenzweig and Vetault to assess rate responses to
changes in S.

And finally we must face the probability of a lag. Perhaps speciation takes a long time to
respond to a pulse of extinction. We might have to add lag terms to our standard correlation
studies. In simpler systems, such as population dynamics, the lag could be constant. But
in systems involving speciation and extinction, the lags themselves might vary with S in
maddening ways. There is nothing simple about the use of the fossil record to reveal
feedback by tracking speciation rates as a function of S.

Yes, López-Villalta’s phylogenetic analyses present their own difficulties. He faces them
openly and suggests ingenious solutions that will surely hearten those wishing to use his
approach. But one cannot avoid the observation that he had to bin the bird data into only
four categories to reach his conclusions. This binning does reduce the power of his final
result. The reader may be assured that the author and I struggled for two months to find a
way to preserve the independence of all 16 separate endemic species in the analysis. But we
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did not succeed and we both thought it best to let the idea loose into the intellectual swarm,
there to inspire others to work on it.

One might imagine another shortcoming of López-Villalta’s work. It does not estimate
absolute speciation rates, only relative ones. But relative rates are all that we need to assess
the hypothesis that speciation rates are involved in the negative feedback. And whereas
the existence of the mode in his Figure 4 depends solely on the tenuous significance of the
right-hand value being less than the peak values, the increase of relative rate on the left side
of his Figure 4 clearly establishes the participation of area in the negative feedback in
speciation-rate dynamics.

So we have two lies now, that of the fossil record and that of phylogeny coupled to real
ranges. Perhaps one day we will know of a method to achieve a third one and be able to find
its intersection with the first two.
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